The school prepares children for the future
Modern education puts the child only in the past. The history that is taught in school, almost all consists of facts of the past &#8211; conquest,
uprisings, revolutions&#8230; And all with the exact details of the events. The literature examines writers, most of whom no longer lives. In their
writings describes the people of the past with the past ideals and problems. Biology is also largely concerned with the past. Even in the study of
foreign languages we are mainly several modified techniques of the past centuries. Laws, rules, theorems&#8230; they All came from the past and
occasionally they allow us to access what will be.
True, today is not very lucky. In textbooks it is presented minor percentage of the educational materials. About the future in school, the little that I
know. The road to it is blocked not only mossy curriculum, the old subjects, but &#8220;armour&#8221;, &#8220;invincible&#8221; tradition
to speak in school only what is already there, what has already happened. Children know about the future only that they will have to live, work and
continue to learn. But what will it be, this mysterious tomorrow &#8211; they do not know. Rather, they are not allowed to know.
In these conditions it is impossible to teach children to adapt to the future, to his huge inevitable changes and especially to the pace of these
changes. Schooling should open the future all doors and Windows. No school subject should not remain aloof from this all-important task.
Of course, this does not mean that we should abandon the study of the past, and even more from the problems of today. But they should only be
the beginning of the ascent of the child to the top in the future. On it, he needs to learn as much as possible. Because life is supposed to be different
and in many ways it is not similar to what is known to the child. For this meeting we must prepare. This is the most important task of modern
pedagogy.

What you have to do?
First of all we should teach children to think about the future boldly and without fear of making a mistake, whether it is close or far future. They
need to know at least roughly what's going to happen with them and with the outside world in a month, year, decade. Without pedagogical science
of anticipation going. It should teach children to think in terms of the future based order an essay cheap on already visible trends of today's
scientific and social development. Repeat, this today must participate without exception, all subjects in school.
Science fiction literature (as a subject!) has the right to take their place in the school. It has many serious and wise writers-futurists. In their works it
is not just about unprecedented new future technologies, but also the resulting social problems, especially important for the education of a moral
and psychologically stable personalities.
Broad discussion of some significant works of science fiction have become an everyday phenomenon in school life. They children have to answer
questions today and how they would behave in future situations, why they do not accept the actions of individual heroes, etc. do Not be afraid of
imagination. We are not talking about raising groundless dreamers-Mailovych. In each judgment the children should present the rationale, the
conviction and the desire not to be involved in the current and future social changes in society.
The teacher should pass on to their students not only the baton is already an accomplished natural-scientific and social facts, but also the spiritual
intensity of the movement of the individual advance, without which no cost, no era of human civilization, even the ancient.
The children of today requires modern teaching methods with modern gadgets and technology, learning, closer to today's realities and addressed
for the future. But in most schools they left in the last century, starting with teachers, their thinking, of knowledge, their teaching methods and
illustrated their benefits and ending with lunch at the school cafeteria. How can we hope for a new bright future if children are taught according to
the standards of the last century?

